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PRICING VIRTUAL PATHS WITH QUALITY-OF-SERVICE
GUARANTEES AS BUNDLE DERIVATIVES
LARS RASMUSSON
Abstrat. We desribe a model of a ommuniation network that allows us
to prie omplex network servies as nanial derivative ontrats based on
the spot prie of the apaity in individual routers. We prove a theorem of a
Girsanov transform that is useful for priing linear derivatives on underlying
assets, whih an be used to prie many omplex network servies, and it is
used to prie an option that gives aess to one of several virtual hannels
between two network nodes, during a speied future time interval. We give
the ontinuous time hedging strategy, for whih the option prie is independent
of the servie providers attitude towards risk. The option prie ontains the
density funtion of a sum of lognormal variables, whih has to be evaluated
numerially.
1. Introdution
1.1. End-to-end quality of servie. Today, most tra in omputer networks
is handled by best eort routing; eah network router passes on pakets as long as
it an, and when the buers are full, it drops inoming pakets. When the network
load is low, all data streams get a high throughput, and when the load is high, all
streams experiene equal loss.
This works well for some data streams suh as le transfer, but less so for real-
time data streams, i.e. when data pakets have hard deadlines. Examples are
audio/video streams [11℄, grid omputing[16℄, and interative data streams. Con-
gestion auses paket losses and retransmissions that result in jitter, suspended
omputation, and high lateny, respetively. These problems arise beause the
network annot provide servie quality guarantees and dierent servie levels for
dierent kinds of tra. Ability to provide servie guarantees requires that an in-
dividual user an reserve some of the apaity in the ongestion prone parts of the
network, be that routers, network links, or whatever.
The exibility of today's omputer network is due to the design hoie to keep the
logi inside the network very simple, and to let all appliation spei knowledge
be handled at the ends, by appliations on top of the network layer. In this
spirit, we advoate that a reservation poliy should be implemented outside of
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Figure 1. An end-user wishes to reserve apaity in a path from
B to C, i.e. buy {B,A,C} or {B,D,C} or neither one, if the prie is
too high. The total prie depends on the pries of the individual
resoures in a omplex way.
the network, and that the network should only be a delivery vehile for pakets.
Current attempts to improve throughput rely on more omplex internal statistial
routing and network maintenane. This intelligent network priniple is dierent
to the end-to-end priniple, and intelligent networks have not been as good as
end-to-end networks at supporting new appliations and uses of the network.
1.2. End-user bandwidth markets. In today's parlane, disussions of of band-
width markets often refer to the trading of spare trunk apaity among large teleom
ompanies, Internet servie providers, et. See for instane the bandwidth markets
at Band-X, RateXhange, Min-X, et. In these markets, the purpose of trading is
to maximize the prot of the servie providers, i.e. to let them fulll their prior
lient obligations at a low ost. Sine end-users are not aeted by the ost, these
pries only aet the tra load on a oarse sale. Servie providers an only guess
what the best buy would be, sine they do not know the network requirements of
the appliations running on the end-users' omputers.
We propose a somewhat dierent approah. To make an eient market, the
bandwidth alloation deisions should be a ne grained negotiation about aess to
the sare resoures, that takes plae between the end-users, the atual onsumers.
This way, someone that really needs a partiular resoure an bid for it high enough
that someone else releases (sells) the resoure, and buys another resoure instead.
In most ases, end-users require omplex servies, servies that require apaity in
more than one router, and where these pries interat in a omplex way to form
the total prie of the servie.
The resoure pries are orrelated in many ways. In g. 1, the pries of all
resoures that are on a potential path aet the deision on whether do buy any of
the other resoures. In g. 2, the demand of user 2 aets the prie of resoure A,
not on the user 2's potential paths.
There are some hurdles to overome to make the resoure negotiation fast and
eient:
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Figure 2. User 1 has reserved a path along {B,D,C}, and user 2
wants to reserve {E,D,F} but the prie of D makes the path too
expensive. Then, if the pries are appropriate, user 1 should sell
D and buy A, and user 2 buys D.
1. The negotiation between the end-users must be kept very simple. Bilateral
negotiations [11℄ is infeasible in real appliations.
2. An end-user does not get a denite prie-quote for a omplex servie suh as
a path that involves apaity in several routers.
3. The end-users will generate an extreme amount of network tra when they
buy and sell resoures, get prie quotes, et.
These problems are addressed by the method presented here.
1.3. Related work. Related work on bandwidth markets to improve performane
in networks are generally based on admission ontrol at the edges, as done by
Gibbens et al. [6℄. A user is not admitted to the network if the network does not
provide suient servie quality. For instane, Kelly [7℄ models interonnetions as
reservations along a speied path, and gives Lyapunov funtions that show that the
system state stabilizes asymptotially, as end-users hange their demand aording
to network load. Couroubetis [8℄ models a router as onsisting of C hannels,
derives the probability that a ertain fration of the tra is lost, and pries a all
option that bounds the prie a user has to pay for apaity in one router. Semret
et al. [14℄ model admission ontrol to a network over an exponential distributed
number of minutes as a number of n:th-prie autions on 1 minute time-slot aess,
and prie an aess option as the sum of all options on eah of the time slots.
Lukose, et al. [9℄ use a CAPM-like model to onstrut a mixed portfolio of network
aess with dierent servie lasses, in order to redue the lateny variane and
mean.
The above models either investigate the asymptoti network behavior, or only
model the prie for one network resoure. We are interested in handling the tran-
sient behavior of a network with several interating nodes.
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In neither of the models above do the underlying resoures onstitute a omplete
market, i.e. it is not possible to reate a momentarily perfetly balaned (risk-less)
portfolio of options and underlying resoures. The prie of the option is therefore
dependent on the risk-aversiveness of the network provider. In a omplete market,
the prie is independent of the risk-aversiveness sine perfet hedges an be reated,
and the prie an be set more tightly, sine anyone an trade and ompete for the
bids.
We will present a model of a omplete ontinuous time market that allows us to
derive the prie of an option that extends the apabilities of the above options in
several ways
• the prie depends on more than one underlying resoures
• the atual path, or set of resoures assigned, does not have to be speied in
advane
• the prie is risk-neutral, using the Blak-Sholes' assumptions
Furthermore, we hoose a market type in whih the resoures are traded ontinu-
ously, rather than in autions with disrete learing times sine that auses lateny.
1.4. Struture of the paper. In setion 2 we reapture relevant formulas from
the theory of derivative priing, in se. 3 we desribe the model prie proess for
whih we prie the derivatives, and models of the market and network resoures.
In se. 4 we state the main results, whih are the denitions and prie formulas for
the network option (proofs are deferred to the appendix), and we onlude with a
disussion in se. 5.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Derivative priing. A standard way to prie derivative ontrats, a.k.a deriva-
tives, suh as options, futures, et. is to use arbitrage-free portfolio theory, whih
says that an asset, known to be worth ST at a future time T , is worth S0 =
e−rTST today. Here r is the ontinuously ompounded interest risk-free rate, the
loan/interest rate that you get from a bank or a government bond. The reasoning
is that if the asset was worth X 6= S0, whih is less (more) than S0, then anyone
ould make money by borrowing (lending) X to the rate r, buy (short sell) the
resoure, wait to T, sell (buy bak) the resoure for ST , pay bak Xe
rT
(withdraw
XrT ) and keep the arbitrage prot ST −XerT > 0 (XerT − ST > 0). This annot
be possible in an arbitrage-free market. The argument requires that short selling
is allowed, and that transation fees are negligible.
Derivative priing often models the asset pries as It proesses S(t),
dS(t) = a(t, S(t))dt + b(t, S(t))dW (t)
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whereW (t) is a Wiener proess, and a and b are suiently bounded funtions [15℄.
The Blak-Sholes method [1℄ pries a derivative of an asset whih prie follows a
partiular kind of It-proess. It is based on onstruting a portfolio that invests
some part of its money in the option, and some part in the asset. At eah instant,
the portfolio is balaned in suh a way that its value after dt is known exatly. As
time goes and pries hange, the portfolio is rebalaned. In short, it is shown that
a derivative f(t, s) that is a funtion of a stohasti proess
dS(t) = a(t, S(t))dt+ σS(t)dW (t)
follows the Blak-Sholes equation
∂f
∂t
(t, s) + rs
∂f
∂s
(t, s) +
σ2s2
2
∂2f
∂t2
(t, s)− rf(t, s) = 0
f(T, s) = g(s)
whih from the Feynman-Ka formula an be seen to have the solution
f(t, s) = e−r(T−t)EQ[g(S(T ))|S(t) = s]
where Q is the so alled equivalent, or risk-free, martingale measure. The boundary
ondition, given by the funtion g(s), speies the value of the option at the time
the derivative expires. For a traditional all option, g(s) = max(s −K, 0), where
K is the strike prie.
Under the Q measure, S(T ) has the drift term a(t, s) = rs, and hene, under Q,
S(T ) = S(t)e(r−
σ2
2
)(T−t)+σ(W (T )−W (t))
Reall from the denition of It proesses that W (t) is a Wiener proess, in other
words, W (T ) is normal distributed with mean 0 and variane T given F0, the
knowledge up until t = 0. This means that we an prie derivatives using Monte-
Carlo simulation to solve the dierential equations above. Another advantage with
Monte-Carlo is that it onverges quite fast also for multidimensional problems,
something that is not the ase for binomial-tree priing methods.
Rebalaning a portfolio, or obtaining/selling assets to derease its variane is
alled 'hedging' the portfolio. The Blak-Sholes hedging method produes a self-
naning hedge, i.e. no additional apital is needed to balane the risk of the
portfolio. Another interesting eet of Blak-Sholes hedging is that the formula
for the optimal ontinuous-time hedge at t given S(t) does not involve the drift
funtion a(t, s). Hene, the ontinuous-time hedging is the same for the mean-
reverting and the exponential drift proesses.
2.2. Applied priing. The assumption that a portfolio an be ontinuously rebal-
aned is violated in real markets. Market fritions, suh as transation fees, often
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make it too ostly to rebalane a portfolio very often. For bandwidth markets, we
an eliminate market frition all together, sine we are free to design the market to
our own liking. We annot however guarantee that we an rebalane the portfolio at
every instant, sine there are others that want to trade onurrently with ourselves,
and multiple other trade events may our between the rehedging events.
To understand the eet of interval hedging ompared to ontinuous time hedg-
ing, we show the eet on the portfolio value of hedging and rehedging a all option
on a single asset for three dierent prie proesses, hedged ontinuously and at
intervals.
2.2.1. Continuous time hedging. The lognormal Brownian motion proess is often
used to model stok stok prie S(t). Its dynamis is
dS(t) = µS(t)dt+ σS(t)dW(1)
A derivative ontrat, on an underlying asset obeying (1) and µ = r under Q,
an be hedged in ontinuous time by reating a portfolio of γ(t) derivatives and
βi(t) assets. A perfetly hedged, self naning, portfolio with a derivative ontrat
depending on N assets S¯(t) = {S1(t), ..., Sn(t)} has the value
Π(t) = γ(t) f(t, S(t)) +
N∑
i=1
βi(t)Si(t)
follows (for lak-of-arbitrage reasons) the value of a safe investment, Π(t) = Π(0)ert,
where r is the risk-free ontinuously ompounded interest rate. The hedging strat-
egy is
γ(t+ dt) =
Π(t)
f(t)−∑Ni=1 ∂f∂S (t)S(t)(2)
βi(t+ dt) = −γ(t) ∂f
∂Si
(t)(3)
Consider a share whose prie follows a lognormal Brownian motion, see g. 3.
The prie is plotted in the left graph, together with the prie of a all option with
strike prie 10 that expires at t = 1. The middle graph shows the omposition of
a perfetly hedged portfolio. The topmost urve is β(t), the parts of the portfolio
part invested in shares, and under it is γ(t), the part invested in options. A negative
number means that the option should be sold short. To the right is a plot of the total
value of the portfolio that initially onsisted of one option. Above and below are
plots of the total value of the portfolio holdings, in shares and options, respetively.
Here r = 0, so the value of the portfolio should be onstant even though the share
and option pries utuate. Sine the portfolio value is onstant in the rightmost
plot, the hedging works, and the portfolio yields the risk-free rate.
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Figure 3. To the left, the value of an asset and a all option with
strike prie K = 10, in the middle, the fration invested in eah
resoure to get a balaned portfolio, and to the right, the total
value of the portfolio (onstant), and its parts.
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Figure 4. To the left and in the middle are plots of average value
and standard deviation for a portfolio at the rehedging times. To
the right is the portfolio value distribution when the option ex-
pires, (t = 1). Derived numerially (by Monte-Carlo simulation)
for a lognormal prie proess (diamonds), and for a mean-reverting
proess (stars).
A well known result of the Blak-Sholes priing is the somewhat surprising
result that the derivative pries is not dependent of the drift term. This is beause
it is based on a rst order approximation, and the drift term is O(dt) while the
diusion term is O(
√
dt). Sine the drift term is the only dierene between the
lognormal proess and the mean-reverting proess with multipliative noise, the
hedging sheme works as equally well for both proesses.
2.2.2. Interval time hedging. For hedging at disrete events with an interval ∆t > 0
rather than in ontinuous time, the above formula does not give a omplete hedge.
The eet of hedging a all option with an unmodied strategy is shown, for two
dierent underlying proesses, in g. 4. Above to the left, is a plot of the average
portfolio value from a Monte-Carlo simulation, of a lognormal proess, and a mean-
reverting proess with multipliative noise. The middle plot shows the variane of
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Figure 5. Plots of mean, standard deviation, and nal distribu-
tion of portfolio value (see g. 4) for a mean-reverting asset prie
proess, rehedged 10 times with the adjusted variane σˆ2.
the portfolio value at the 10 rebalaning times. The variane inreases with time,
and the variane is higher for the mean-reverting proess than for the lognormal
proess. To the right is the density funtion for the portfolio value at t = 1. The
rebalaning of the portfolio is only done every 100 steps, i.e. ∆t = 0.1. It is
apparent that the portfolio value for the mean-reverting proess is not onstant. It
is hene possible to make a statistial arbitrage prot on the derivatives. However,
the deviation in expeted value is only a few perent, so a small inrease in the
derivative prie an protet the issuer from the arbitrage risks.
For some proesses a modied hedging strategy an be derived. Cornalba,
Bouhaud et al. [3℄ have onsidered time orrelated stohasti proesses and shown
that for the Ornstein-Uhlenbek proess
dS(t) = α(µ− S(t))dt+ σdW (t)
the same hedging strategy an be used, but with a modied variane. A similar
derivation, inspired by Bouhaud, gives that σˆ2 = σ2 (1−e
−2α∆t)
2α∆t . This is based on
a rst order approximation, hene the modied volatility σˆ is appropriate only for
small ∆t. For many proesses, suh as proesses with multipliative noise, we do
not have modied strategies.
Fig. 5 shows plots, similar to g. 4, of the values for a mean-reverting proess
that is hedged with the modied measure of variane σˆ2, and it an be seen that the
adjustment is not perfet, but still only a few perent o. Its dynamis are more
omplex, and we do not know of a strategy with modied variane that makes the
portfolio value proess repliate that of a risk-free portfolio.
Sine the portfolio annot be made risk-free over all of ∆t, the future portfolio
value is unertain. In terms of mathematial nane, the market is inomplete.
In omplete markets, options an be pried in a way that does not depend on the
risk-aversiveness of individual partiipants, something that is not the ase in an
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inomplete market. However in a tehnial system, designed to be ontrolled by
a market, we an require there to always be one or more trading programs that
behave risk-neutrally, or that harge a speied risk premium. That guarantees
that derivatives are traded at pries that make the market eient, in the sense
that they maximize the expeted utility of the end-users by providing low option
pries.
3. Model
3.1. Prie proesses. In a omputer network, end-users share the limited apaity
of the routers and links. To be able to provide QoS-dependent servies, these
resoures must be managed by the end-users. To eah end-user, the system load
appears to utuate stohastially, as the end-user does not have aess to the
omplete system state.
Our approah is to view the state of the system as stohasti proesses, and to
ontrol the use of sare resoures by trading the usage right at spot markets. On
these markets, pries will appear to be stohasti proesses. The pries present an
an aggregated view of the system. With this view, ontrolling a tehnial system
with interating subunits (not neessarily a network), boils down to developing
suitable derivatives and hedging shemes for the dierent servies that the system
should provide. The implementation requires market-plaes for the individual re-
soures, and third party middle-men that sell derivatives to end-users and do the
atual trading on the resoure level.
An average, sporadi end-user is not willing to take the risk of paying an exes-
sive amount for a network servie, but rather get a denite prie quote. Trading
derivative ontrats is a trade of risk, where one part gets the risk and a premium,
and the other part gets a xed ash ow. With suitable market models, derivative
ontrats an be pried objetively, at least when the prie proesses an be de-
sribed suiently well. So, instead of trading the atual resoures, the end-users
buy derivative ontrats of a third party. The ontrat guarantees the delivery of
the required set of resoures. The ontrat may speify both future delivery of some
resoures, and deliveries that are ontingent on future pries, or funtions thereof.
In a previous paper [13℄, we have simulated a simple bandwidth market without
derivatives, to determine the properties of the resulting stohasti prie proess. It
was found to be very well desribed by a orrelated mean-reverting proess with
multipliative noise,
dSi(t) = αi(µi − Si(t))dt + σiSi(t)dWi(t)(4)
where the prie orrelation Corr[dWi(t), dWj(t)] = ρij . We gave estimations of the
parameters α, µ, σ, ρ, based on prie history data from the simulation. Sine this
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modeling was possible, it appears feasible to represent omplex network servies in
terms of derivative ontrats on ertain omplex ombinations of resoures. Sine
in general, introduing new assets in a market modies the prie dynamis, hene
the parameters must be re-estimated when new derivatives are added.
The mean-reverting proess drifts bak towards µ with a rate determined by α.
As opposed to lognormal proesses, mean-reverting proesses are auto-orrelated
proesses, and their the variane per time unit,
1
τ V ar[S(t+τ)−S(t)] dereases with
inreasing τ for the mean-reverting proess, while it is onstant for the lognormal
proess. It is the fat that the prie proess has memory that auses the deviation
in the expeted value of the portfolio for interval hedging.
3.2. Farmer markets. The market plaes where resoure trading are of a speial
kind designed for very rapid markets that we all Farmer markets, as the original
inspiration was found in [5℄. Eah market handles one resoure, and is run by a
market maker that at eah instane guarantees to aept bids both to buy and to
sell.
There is no bak-log of pending limit orders, only bids at market are aepted.
This guarantees that the trading an take plae with very little overhead for the
market maker. Sine only bids at-market are aepted, the bidder does not know
at what prie resoures will be traded, but pries an be estimated from the prie-
quote history.
The entral idea of this market design is that the resoures are exhanged on
these markets, and that all more omplex ontrats are expressed as derivative
ontrat on these resoures. For instane, a limit order, i.e. an order to buy if the
prie is less than a speied amount, is a risky ontrat sine the bidder does not
know if the deal will go through or not.
3.3. Resoure shares. The apaity of eah resoure is divided into equal well
dened shares, that gives the owner the right to send a ertain amount of tra
on a short time ∆t if he pays ǫ S(t)∆t. From here on, we assume ǫ = 1. The total
apaity of the shares must not surpass the total apaity of the resoure. Without
the payment from the resoure holder to the market maker, a holder of the resoure
would have no inentive to avoid ongested resoures, whih is shown in the priing
of the bundle options below.
For routers, statistial multiplexing has shown to give a large throughput in-
rease, hene it seems reasonable to mix two tra lasses. A router has two tra
lasses, 1) the guaranteed lass, and 2) the best-eort lass. Pakets in the rst
lass are guaranteed not to be dropped in ase of ongestion, while pakets with-
out valid redentials are handled in traditional best-eort manner. As with the
Metro Priing Sheme by Odlyzko [10℄, we only requires two tra lasses, but in
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the Metro Priing sheme, pries are determined outside of the system in suh a
way that there is no ongestion in the rst lass, while in our model, pries are
determined by demand, and rst lass pakets get to go rst if there is ongestion.
4. Results
In a omputer network, end-users want to establish virtual paths with ertain
guaranteed properties, suh as loss, lateny, et. The user wants to have the re-
soures at T1 and to sell them again at T2. This an be implemented as an option
that delivers the resoures at T1 together with a bundle of options that lets the user
sell the resoures at a guaranteed prie. To nd the prie of this option, we rst
establish the following orollary. All proofs are deferred to the appendix.
Corollary. (1) The prie of a future to buy shares of the resoures on the heapest
path between two network nodes at a T1 that are resold at T2 is zero.
However, to balane the load, the prie of the derivative must depend on the
resoure pries, therefore the so-alled bundle future above is not suitable for load-
balaning. Instead, we dene a network option, in the following way.
Denition. A network all-option gives the holder the right to send pakets with
a speied intensity through nodes on a path between two network routers from
time T1 to time T2, if the fee K is paid at T1.
The all-option prie depends on the prie of the shares in all routers that are
on any of the possible paths. The following is a very useful theorem for deriving
pries of options based on the orrelated prie proesses.
Theorem. (3) Let S(T ) = {S1(T ), ..., (SN(T )} be an N -dimensional lognormal
prie proess with orrelation ρij = Corr[dWi , dWj ] under probability measure Q.
Then
EQ [Sm(T )g(S(T ))|F0] = Sm,0erTEQ
[
g(ξTm1S1(T ), ..., ξmNSN (T ))|F0
]
where
ξmi = e
σiσmρim = exp
(
1
dt
Cov [log dSi(T ), log dSm(T )]
)
This shows that linear derivatives an be pried as expeted values of an adjusted
proess ξmiSi(T ).
With the help of this theorem, we an derive the value of the network all-
option, and its partial derivatives, and alulate the optimal rebalane strategy for
a portfolio for the ontinuous time hedge strategy, using Eq. (2) and (3).
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Corollary. (3) The value of a network all-option with strike prie K is
f(0, S¯) = TC erT1
N∑
m=1
Sm,0
M∑
i=1
vimQ
[
i = argminjCˆjm ∧ Cˆim < K
]
−TC K Q [minjCj > K]
where
Cˆim =
∑
k
vikξ
T1
miSk(T1)
is the adjusted ost of path i, after the Girsanov transform to eliminate resoure
Sm(...),
TC =
e−rT1 − e−rT2
r
with limr→0TC = T2 − T1.
Corollary. (4) The partial derivative of the network option with strike-prie K is
∂f
∂Sn,0
(0, S¯) = TC erT1
M∑
i=1
vinQ[Cˆin = minjCˆjn ∧ Cˆin > K]
and
f(0, S¯) =
N∑
m=1
Sm,0
∂f
∂Sn,0
(0, S¯)− TC K Q [minjCj > K]
There is no losed form for the sum of lognormal variables [17℄, whih makes it
diult to redue the Q[...]-terms further, but sine S(T ) has a losed form under
the risk neutral measureQ, the option prie an be approximated with Monte-Carlo
simulation. Note that under the risk neutral measure one, S(T ) an be simulated
without having to simulate the individual prie trajetories for the mean-reverting
proess, something that is required for priing tehniques using the natural measure,
and whih is very time onsuming.
5. Disussion
In the proposed network model, aess to eah node is traded in a dierent
market. This way, appliations at the edge of the network an ombine the resoures
in whih way they hoose, i.e. build broadast trees, or failure safe multi-path
routing. By hoosing to trade apaity shares rather than time-slotted aess as
the fundamental ommodity, we have only one market per router instead of one per
router and minute.
In the most popular alternative model, network aess is handled only at the
edge of the network, hene appliations at the edges annot reate new servies.
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The ost of a more ne grained ontrol sheme is of ourse more overhead, but with
the proposed sheme, the routers are relieved of muh work, sine the pakets are
soure routed.
The entral idea is that simple resoures are exhanged on very fast markets,
and that all more omplex servies are expressed as derivative ontrat on these
resoures. Sine we use Farmer markets, the trading generates very little overhead
but inurs a prie risk for the trader, whih must be hedged. Sine end-users do
not hedge their risks themselves, but instead buy derivatives, the network will not
be ooded by bids and quotes between all end-users and all markets. When a user
requires a servie, or a ombination of servies, the user simply tells a middle-man
that it is willing to pay a ertain amount for a derivative that models the servie,
and the user an be informed diretly whether or not it got the servie, and of the
marginal ost.
The apaity pries are assumed to be orrelated It proesses with multipliative
drift. We show how use a Martingale tehnique to prie options on one-of-several
linear ombinations of assets by proving a theorem on a Girsanov transform that
an be used to prie several other options, and give a ontinuous time hedge strat-
egy that an be used by a trader to balane out all risk. We have not found a
omplete adjusted strategy for the mean-reverting prie proess when the portfolio
is infrequently rebalaned. A potential possibility to nd an adjusted strategy is to
look into priing of Bessel proesses [2℄.
The proposed hedge sheme builds on the assumptions made in the Blak-Sholes
model, i.e. that the portfolio is self-naning, without arbitrage possibilities, and
that short selling is allowed. Other hedge shemes use dierent assumptions, suh
as CAPM [18℄, whih aims to minimize the variane of the portfolio value while
maximizing its expeted value. The proposed sheme has the advantage that the
prie is invariant of risk-attitude, and an be eiently evaluated using Monte-Carlo
tehniques.
Future work will onsist of simulations of the omplete bandwidth market in
order to determine the eet of the network options on the prie proesses, to nd
better models for the nanial risk of trading in Farmer markets, and to model
other network servies as derivative servies.
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Appendix A.
Here we give the proofs of the theorems and lemmas needed for priing the
network option.
A.1. Bundle futures.
Denition 1. A bundle future gives the holder a set of resoure shares between
T1 and T2, given that an event R ours at T1. Let Q be the equivalent martingale
measure.
Theorem 1. The prie of the bundle future is zero.
Lemma 1. If W(T) is a Wiener proess, then E
[
e(−
σ2
2
)T+σW (T )|F0
]
= 1, where
F0 is the natural ltration up to t = 0.
Lemma 2. The prie of a future to buy a single resoure Sj at T1 that is sold at
T2 is zero.
Proof: At T2, the future is worth Aj = Sj(T2) − er(T2−T1)Sj(T1). Hene the
prie at t = 0 is
f(0, s0) = e
−rT2EQ[Aj |F0]
= e−rT2 s0EQ
[
e(r−
σ2
2
)T2+σW (T2) − er(T2−T1)e(r−σ
2
2
)T1+σW (T1)|F0
]
= s0E
Q
[
e(−
σ2
2
)T2+σW (T2) − e(− σ
2
2
)T1+σW (T1)|F0
]
= s0E
Q
[
e(−
σ2
2
)T1+σW (T1)|F0
]
EQ
[
e(−
σ2
2
)(T2−T1)+σ(W (T2)−W (T1)) − 1|F0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= 0
Lemma 3. The prie of a derivative that delivers the future dened in lemma 2,
given that event R ours at T1, is also zero.
Proof: At T2 the derivative is worth Aj1{R}. Hene the option prie at t = 0 is
f(0, s0) = e
rT2EQ[Aj1{R}|F0]
= erT2EQ

EQ[Aj |F1]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
Q[R]|F0


= 0
where Q[R] is the probability of R under the probability measure Q.
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Proof of Theorem 1: Let Ri be the event that bundle i is bought. The prie
of the bundle future is
f(0, S¯) = e−rT2EQ

 N∑
j=1
vijAj1{Ri}|F0


= 0
Corollary 1. The prie of a future to buy shares of the resoures on the heapest
path between two network nodes at a T1 that are resold at T2 is zero.
Proof: Let vij be the amount of router j required on path i, and let Ri be the
event that path i is the heapest path at T1. The orollary follows from Theorem
1.
A.2. Network option (step one).
Denition 2. A network option gives the holder the right to send pakets with a
speied intensity through nodes on a path between two network routers from time
T1 to time T2, if the fee K is paid at T1.
Lemma 4. The prie of an arithmeti average (Asian) all option with strike prie
zero and maturity at T is
f(0, s0) = s0
1− e−rT
r
whih beomes s0T in the limit of r → 0+.
Proof: At T , the option is worth
∫ T
0 S(t)dt, so
f
Asian
(0, s0) = e
−rTEQ
[∫ T
0
S(t)dt|F0
]
= lim∆t→0e−rTEQ

T/∆t−1∑
i=0
s0e
(r−σ2
2
)ti+σW (ti)∆t|F0


= lim∆t→0e−rT
T/∆t−1∑
i=0
s0e
r ti∆t EQ
[
e(−
σ2
2
)ti+σW (ti)|F0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
= e−rT
∫ T
0
s0e
rtdt
= s0
1− e−rT
r
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Theorem 2. Let Ci =
∑N
m=1 vimSj(T1) be the ost of the resoures for alternative
i at T1. The prie of a network option is
f(0, S¯) = TC EQ [max(mini(Ci)−K, 0)|F0]
= TC
(
EQ
[
M∑
i=1
Ci1{Ci=minkCk}1{Ci>K}|F0
]
−KEQ [1{miniCi>K}|F0]
)
where TC = e
−rT1−e−rT2
r , for whih limr→0TC = T2 − T1.
Proof: The ost to send tra onsists of buying the required router shares at
T1, pay the send fee from T1 to T2 and sell bak the shares at T2. This amounts
to a bundle option and an Asian option from T1 to T2 on some path between the
soure and the destination. The heapest option is the option over the least ost
path, i.e. where i = argminkCk at T1. At T1 the network option is worth the sum
of Asian options for the resoures on the heapest path minus K if the option is
in-the-money, else it is worth 0. Hene, on t = 0
f(0, S¯) = e−rT1EQ
[
max
(
M∑
i=1
N∑
m=1
vimfAsian(T1, S(T1))1{Ci=minkCk} −K, 0
)
|F0
]
= e−rT1EQ
[
max
(
M∑
i=1
1− e−r(T2−T1)
r
N∑
m=1
vimS(T1)1{Ci=minkCk} −K, 0
)
|F0
]
=
e−rT1 − e−rT2
r
EQ
[
max(
M∑
i=1
Ci1{Ci=minkCk} −K, 0)|F0
]
= TC
(
EQ
[
M∑
i=1
Ci1{Ci=minkCk}1{Ci>K}|F0
]
−KEQ [1{miniCi>K}|F0]
)
A.3. The 1-dimensional Girsanov transform. We start by showing the useful-
ness of the so-alled Girsanov transform for a one-dimensional stohasti proess,
in order to simplify the presentation of the proof of the n-dimensional transform.
The one-dimensional priing of a all option was based on Dufresne et al. [12℄.
Lemma 5. EQ [S(T )g(S(T ))|F0] = S0erTEQ
[
g(eσ
2TS(T ))|F0
]
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Proof:
EQ[S(T )g(S(T ))|F0] =
∫ ∞
−∞
S0e
(r−σ2
2
)T+σ
√
Tx 1√
2π
e−
1
2
x2g
(
S0e
(r−σ2
2
)T+σ
√
Tx
)
dx
= S0e
rT
∫ ∞
−∞
1√
2π
e−
1
2
(x−σ
√
T )2g
(
S0e
(r−σ2
2
)T+σ
√
Tx
)
dx
= S0e
rT
∫ ∞
−∞
1√
2π
e−
1
2
y2g
(
S0e
(r−σ2
2
)T+σ
√
T (y+σ
√
T )
)
dx
= S0e
rTEQ
[
g(eσ
2TS(T ))|F0
]
where y = x− σ
√
T .
Corollary 2. The value of a all option with strike prie K, and maturity at T , is
e−rTEQ [max(S(T )−K, 0)|F0] = S0N(d1 + σ
√
T )−Ke−rTN(d1)
where d1 =
log
S0
K
−σ2
2
T
σ
√
T
, N(x) is the umulative density funtion for the standard
normal distribution, the urrent time t = 0, and S(0) = S0.
Proof: From the denition of the indiator funtion, EQ[1{A}] = Q[A]. The
orollary follows from seeing that
EQ[max(S(T )−K, 0)|F0] = EQ[S(T ) 1{S(T )>K}|F0]−K EQ[1{S(T )>K}, 0)|F0]
and from the lemma,
EQ[1{S(T )>K}|F0] = Q
[
− W (T )√
T
<
log
S0
K − σ
2
2 T
σ
√
T︸ ︷︷ ︸
=d1
]
= N(d1)
and
EQ[S(T ) 1{S(T )>K}|F0] = S0erTEQ
[
1{eσ2TS(T )>K}|F0
]
= S0e
rTQ
[
−W (T )√
T
<
log
S0
K − σ
2
2 T
σ
√
T
+ σ
√
T
]
= S0e
rTN(d1 + σ
√
T )
by doing a Girsanov transform, and using that W (T ) is normal distributed with
variane T .
A.4. The n-dimensional Girsanov transform of E[S g(S)].
Lemma 6. Let {SQ(T )}i = Si,0e(r−
σ2
i
2
)T+σi
√
Txi
, i = i, ..., N , where xi are stan-
dard normal distributed variables, orrelated with {D}ij = Corr[xi, xj ] under the
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measure Q, and unorrelated under the measure R. Then
EQ[g(SQ(T ))|F0] = ER[g(SR(T ))|F0]
where {SR(T )}i = Si,0e(r−
σ2
i
2
)T+σi
√
T
∑
N
j=1
Pijxj
, and P is the Cholesky fatoriza-
tion of D, i.e. PTP = D.
Proof: Sine PTP = D, then D−1PTP = I = PTD−1P . The substitu-
tion Py = x makes xTD−1x = yTy, dx = (det P )dy =
√
det Ddy, and xi =∑N
j=1 Pijyj .
EQ[g(S(T ))|F0] =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx g(SQ(T ))
1
(2π)N/2
√
det D
e−
1
2
x
TD−1x
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dy g(SR(T ))
1
(2π)N/2
e−
1
2
y
T
y
= ER[g(SR(T ))|F0]
Lemma 7. The multidimensional variant of the elimination of Sm for an unor-
related N-dimensional random variable S is
ER[{SR(T )}mg(SR(T ))|F0] = Sm,0erTER[g(SZ(T ))|F0]
where {SZ(T )}i = eσiσm
∑
N
j=1 PijPmj{SR(T )}i.
Proof: ER[{SR(T )}mg(SR(T ))|F0]
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dxSm,0e
(r−σ
2
m
2
)T+σm
√
T
∑N
j=1
Pmjxj 1
(2π)N/2
e−
1
2
∑n
j=1
x2jg(SR(T ))
= Sm,0e
(r−σ
2
m
2
)T
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
1
(2π)N/2
e−
1
2
∑
n
j=1(x
2
j−2σm
√
TPmjxj)g(SR(T ))
= Sm,0e
(r−σ
2
m
2
)T+ 1
2
σ2mT
=1︷ ︸︸ ︷
N∑
j=1
Pmj ∫ ∞
−∞
dx
1
(2π)N/2
e−
1
2
∑n
j=1
(xj−σm
√
TPmj)
2
g(SR(T ))
= Sm,0e
rT
∫ ∞
−∞
dy
1
q(2π)N/2
e−
1
2
y
T
yg(SZ(T ))
= Sm,0e
rTER[g(SZ(T ))|F0]
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where xi = yi + σm
√
TPmi, therefore
{SZ(T )}i = Si,0e(r−
σ2
i
2
)T+σi
√
T
∑N
j=1
Pij(yj+σm
√
TPmj)
= eσiσmT
∑N
j=1
PijPmjSi,0e
(r−σ
2
i
2
)T+σi
√
T
∑N
j=1
Pijyj)
= eσiσmT
∑N
j=1
PijPmj{SR(T )}i
= eσiσmT{D}im{SR(T )}i
Lemma 8. σiσm{D}im = 1dtCovQ[log dSi(T ), log dSm(T )].
Proof: By It's Formula (see for instane, theorem 3.3.2 in [15℄) log dSi =
a dt+ σidWi for some bounded funtion a.
Cov
Q[log dSi(T ), log dSm(T )] = Cov
Q[σidWi, σjdWj ] +O(dt
3/2)
= σiσj{D}ijdt+O(dt3/2)
Theorem 3. Let S(T ) = {S1(T ), ..., (SN(T )} be an N -dimensional lognormal prie
proess with orrelation {D}ij = Corr[dWi , dWj ] under probability measure Q.
Then
EQ[Sm(T )g(S(T ))|F0] = Sm,0erTEQ[g(ξTm1S1(T ), ..., ξmNSN (T ))|F0]
where ξmi = e
σiσm{D}im = exp( 1dtCov
Q[log dSi(T ), log dSm(T )]).
Proof: Follows from using lemma 6, lemma 7, and lemma 6 again, in the other
diretion.
A.5. Network option (step two).
Corollary 3. The value of a network all-option with strike prie K is
f(0, S¯) = TC erT1
N∑
m=1
Sm,0
M∑
i=1
vimQ[i = argminjCˆjm ∧ Cˆim > K]
−TC K Q[minjCj > K]
where Cˆim =
∑
k vikξ
T1
miSk(T1) is the adjusted ost of path i, after the Girsanov-
transform to eliminate resoure Sm(...).
Proof:
f(0, S¯) = TC
(
EQ
[
M∑
i=1
Ci1{Ci=minkCk}1{Ci>K}|F0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=V1
−KEQ[1{miniCi>K}|F0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=V2
)
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where V2 = KQ[miniCi > K] and
V1 = E
Q[
M∑
i=1
Ci1{Ci=minkCk}1{Ci>K}|F0]
= EQ[
M∑
i=1
N∑
m=1
vimSm(T1)1{Ci=minkCk∧Ci>K}|F0]
=
M∑
i=1
N∑
m=1
vimS0.me
rT1EQ[1{Cˆim=minkCˆkm∧Cˆim>K}|F0]
= erT1
N∑
m=1
S0.m
M∑
i=1
vimQ[Cˆim = minkCˆkm ∧ Cˆim > K]
by using theorem 3 in step three.
Corollary 4. The partial derivative of the network option with strike-prie K is
∂f
∂Sn,0
(0, S¯) = TC erT1
M∑
i=1
vinQ[Cˆin = minjCˆjn ∧ Cˆin > K]
and
f(0, S¯) =
N∑
m=1
Sm,0
∂f
∂Sn,0
(0, S¯)− TC K Q[minjCj > K]
Proof: The rst statement follows from that
∂Q∗
∂Sin
= 0 nearly everywhere, for
all m and n, for both ases when Q∗ = Q[Cˆin = minjCˆjn ∧ Cˆin > K], and when
Q∗ = Q[minjCj > K]. The seond follows trivially from the value of the network
all-option and the rst statement.
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